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This series provides readers with the information they need to think critically
about the worldwide implications of global issues; each volume focuses on a
controversial topic of worldwide importance and offers a panoramic view of
opinions.; Articles included in this new addition to the Global Viewpoints series
explore the issue of poverty around the world, as well as the impact of the global
recession on poverty-related issues. Topics covered include poverty’s rise and
decline in specific countries, such as China, South Asia, Latin America, and the
United States, the causes of poverty around the world, and the efforts to end
poverty, from foreign aid to rapid growth.; By illuminating the complexities and
interrelations of the global community, this excellent resource helps students and
other researchers enhance their global awareness. Each volume focuses on a
controversial topic of worldwide importance and offers a panoramic view of
opinions selected from a diverse range of international sources, including
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journals, magazines, newspapers, nonfiction books, speeches, government
documents, organization newsletters, and position papers. These books contain
an annotated table of contents; locator maps, to help readers place countries or
areas covered in the essays; “for further discussion” questions; a worldwide list of
organizations to contact; bibliographies of books and periodicals; and a subject
index.

The Ultimate Guide to Fishing Soft Plastics To
Bass - Catch More Bass Like a Pro!
Are you a fishing enthusiast who is looking for effective ways to catch
more bass? Look no further! In this comprehensive guide, we will delve
into the world of fishing soft...
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How To Travel With Star Quality On Star Budget
Are you dreaming of traveling like a star but with a limited budget? Well,
you're in luck! In this article, we will share some insider tips and tricks on
how to travel with...
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Using The Entire Field To Maximize Production
And Efficiency - The Empty Offense
In the world of football, strategies and offensive schemes constantly
evolve as teams seek innovative ways to outsmart their opponents. One
such strategy that has gained...

Toradora Light Novel Vol | Yuyuko Takemiya |
The Perfect Blend of Romance and Comedy
When it comes to romantic comedies, one series stands out from the rest
- Toradora! Created by author Yuyuko Takemiya, this light novel has
captured the hearts of...

The Field Guide To The North American
Teenager - An Insight into the Complex Lives of
Modern Adolescents
Teenagers, a fascinating and enigmatic species, often regarded as the
bridge between childhood and adulthood. With their unique set of
challenges, triumphs,...

Unveiling the Power of Daily Motivational
Quotes 2nd Edition
Are you feeling uninspired lately? Do you find it difficult to stay focused
and motivated on your goals? If so, you're not alone. We all face
moments when our energy levels...
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The Papers of Wentworth: A Treasure Trove of
Historical Insights, Scandals, and Secrets
Deep in the heart of a dusty attic, an incredible discovery was made. The
lost papers of Wentworth, a secretive figure from the annals of history,
have come to light after...
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